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Ladies and Gentlemen:
We have conducted a performance audit of selected programs and activities of the Tennessee Board of Regents
for the period July 1, 2018, through June 30, 2021. This audit was conducted pursuant to the requirements of
the Tennessee Governmental Entity Review Law, Section 4-29-111, Tennessee Code Annotated.
Although our audit did not disclose any findings, we disclosed in the Audit Conclusions section of the
report certain observations, a matter for legislative consideration, and an emerging issue that may impact
the Tennessee Board of Regents’ mission.
This report is intended to aid the Joint Government Operations Committee in its review to determine
whether the Tennessee Board of Regents should be continued, restructured, or terminated.
Sincerely,

KJS/hr
21/024

Katherine J. Stickel, CPA, CGFM, Director
Division of State Audit

Audit Highlights
Tennessee Board of Regents’ Mission
Student Success and Workforce Development
We have audited the Tennessee Board of Regents (TBR/the board)
for the period July 1, 2018, through June 30, 2021. Our audit scope
included a review of internal controls and compliance with laws,
regulations, policies, and procedures in the following areas:
•
•
•

Scheduled
Termination Date:
June 30, 2022

Board Responsibilities and Open Meetings,
Central Office Oversight, and
Student Success and Workforce Development.

Key Conclusions
Findings
The audit report contains no findings.
The following observations, matter for legislative consideration, and emerging issue are included
in this report because of their effect on the operations of the Tennessee Board of Regents and the
citizens of Tennessee.

Observations
 Central office management should improve documentation of their review of colleges’
key financial indicators (page 18).
 TBR should strengthen the student organization policy to ensure colleges implement
adequate financial safeguards to protect student contributions (page 19).

Matter for Legislative Consideration
The General Assembly may wish to consider revising Section 49-8-201, Tennessee Code
Annotated, to update the number of regents to reflect the number of positions described and to
require TBR to livestream and archive board committee meetings (page 12).

Emerging Issue
Colleges may experience an enrollment cliff beginning in the mid-2020s (page 20).
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Introduction
Audit Authority
This performance audit of the Tennessee Board of Regents was conducted pursuant to the
Tennessee Governmental Entity Review Law, Title 4, Chapter 29, Tennessee Code Annotated.
The Comptroller of the Treasury is authorized under Section 4-29-111 to conduct a limited
program review audit of the agency and to report to the Joint Government Operations Committee
of the General Assembly. Under Section 4-29-243(a)(33), the Tennessee Board of Regents is
scheduled to terminate June 30, 2022. This audit is intended to aid the committee in determining
whether the Tennessee Board of Regents should be continued, restructured, or terminated.

Background
In 1972, the General Assembly created the Tennessee Board of Regents (TBR/the board) to be the
governing body of the State University and Community College System of Tennessee. At that
time, the system’s member institutions were the state universities and community colleges
formerly governed by the Tennessee Board of Education. In 1983, the General Assembly
transferred the technical institutions and area vocational schools (now called Tennessee Colleges
of Applied Technology) to TBR. During the 2016 legislative session, the General Assembly
passed Public Chapter No. 869, known as the Focus on College and University Success (FOCUS)
Act, which dramatically changed TBR’s responsibilities. The FOCUS Act severed the six fouryear universities 1 from TBR governance and designated them as six separate locally governed
institutions, as set forth in Section 49-8-101, Tennessee Code Annotated. The change left TBR
responsible for the 13 community colleges and 27 colleges of applied technology (TCATs).
The board is composed of 19 regents—15 Governor-appointed and 4 ex-officio regents. 2 By
accepting their nominations to serve on the board, regents, as unsalaried trustees, voluntarily
provide their experience to oversee the system, its students, and its employees. Regents are
reimbursed for travel expenses incurred while performing their official TBR responsibilities.
Section 49-8-101, Tennessee Code Annotated, charges the board with the responsibility for the
strategic direction of the system of community colleges and TCATs, including selecting the TBR
system’s chief executive, the Chancellor.

1 The six universities are Austin Peay State University, East Tennessee State University, Middle Tennessee State
University, Tennessee State University, Tennessee Technological University, and University of Memphis.
2 An ex-officio regent serves by virtue of their position.
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The Chancellor is responsible for the operations and staff of the system’s central office, which
provides oversight and support to the 40 colleges’ presidents and staff. TBR’s organizational chart
can be found in Appendix 2.
To address its mission of student success and workforce development, TBR operates two types of
colleges, as listed in Table 1.
Table 1 – Types and Names of TBR Colleges
Type of College

Name/Location

13 community
colleges, offering twoyear degrees and
technical certificates*

27 colleges of applied
technology (TCATs),
offering technical
certificates and
diplomas†

Hohenwald
Jacksboro
Jackson
Knoxville
Livingston
McKenzie
McMinnville
Memphis
Morristown

Athens
Chattanooga
Covington
Crossville
Crump
Dickson
Elizabethton
Harriman
Hartsville

Murfreesboro
Nashville
Newbern
Oneida
Paris
Pulaski
Ripley
Shelbyville
Whiteville

* College listing and community college logos obtained from https://www.tbr.edu/institutions/our-institutions.
† TCAT logo obtained from https://www.facebook.com/156819301180455/photos/257374634458254/.

Figure 1 shows the main locations of the community colleges and TCATs,3 which serve
approximately 120,000 students.

3 Colleges may have other teaching locations in addition to their main location; as a result, TBR has over 200 teaching
locations in 90 of the 95 counties in Tennessee.
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Figure 1 – Main Location of TBR’s 40 colleges

Source: Auditor creation based on each college’s address.

Section 49-8-203, Tennessee Code Annotated, empowers the board to oversee the financial health
and fiscal policies at each college the board governs. The board appoints the Chancellor to guide
the central office and the colleges in alignment with the mission and vision of the board. It is the
Chancellor’s duty to execute all responsibilities laid out in board policy. In addition to managing
the central office and the system, the Chancellor performs or delegates any work assigned by the
board, represents the board and the colleges at public functions, and manages search committees
to recruit and hire college presidents as needed.
Select financial information for TBR can be found in Appendix 4.

Fiduciary Duty
The Association of Governing Boards (AGB) provides oversight bodies of colleges and
universities with best practice guidance, including guidance on board member fiduciary duties of
care, loyalty, and obedience. The AGB Board of Directors’ Statement on the Fiduciary Duties of
Governing Board Members requires “board members to make careful, good-faith decisions in the
best interest of the institution consistent with its public . . . mission.” Governing bodies may
establish these duties in bylaws, governing board policies, standards of conduct, or a code of ethics.
The AGB also provides the following guidance on how governing boards should act:
While governing boards act as a body, the fiduciary duties applied by law
and best practice fall on individual board members. Each has a personal
responsibility to ensure that he or she is up to the task and fulfilling his or
her obligations. Effective board members must be more than names on a
masthead. They must be fully engaged. They must attend meetings, read
and evaluate the materials, ask questions and get answers, honor
confidentiality, avoid conflicts of interest, demonstrate loyalty, understand
and uphold mission, and ensure legal and ethical compliance. Those who
cannot do so must step down and allow others to take their place. The
success and sustainability of the institution and the protection of board
members from personal liability require nothing less.
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Shared Governance
AGB guidance states that shared governance is about how key faculty, administrators, and board
members engage in achieving a commonly supported mission. According to the AGB Board of
Directors’ Statement on Shared Governance, “effective shared governance provides the context
for meaningful engagement and decision making . . . [and] it strengthens institutions by providing
the means of aligning priorities and including key constituents in mission-related decision
making.”
The board supports shared governance by delegating the system’s daily management to the
Chancellor, who oversees not only the college presidents but also centralized staff who monitor
individual college fiscal health and academic operations. This structure also helps provide board
members information about the fiscal health and academic progress of each college and the whole
system in support of their fiduciary duties.

Central Office Management
The TBR central office provides day-to-day oversight of the colleges and provides information to
aid the board with decision making. In this report, we include two areas of the central office: the
Office of Policy and Strategy and the Office of Business and Finance.
The Office of Policy and Strategy oversees the analysis and development of policies to promote
student success and supports the efforts of the following offices:
 Academic Affairs, which develops initiatives to promote the quality and accountability
of academic programming and provides support and guidance to the board, Chancellor,
and campuses regarding academic programming and planning, faculty and student
issues, and research;
 Student Success, which strives to help students succeed in their studies, graduate
timely, and fully realize their academic and leadership potential as the benefit from a
TBR education; and
 Organizational Effectiveness, which provides guidance and support on equity
initiatives designed to increase diversity, equity, and inclusion opportunities at all
levels of the system.
The Office of Business and Finance provides fiscal management for central office operations and
coordinates system-wide financial reporting, accounting, budgeting, purchasing and contracting,
and human resources. The office also provides fiscal management shared services for TCATs,
while each community college’s staff perform these functions. The Vice Chancellor for Business
and Finance oversees the fiscal health of the colleges, provides reports to board members, and
discusses fiscal health at board meetings.

Board and Management Internal Control Responsibilities
As an oversight body, TBR has separate responsibilities from central office management and each
college’s management (including the Chancellor and each college’s president). The U.S.
4

Government Accountability Office’s Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government
(Green Book) sets internal control standards for federal entities. The Green Book adapts the
principles of the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission’s
(COSO’s) Internal Control – Integrated Framework for the government environment. In the
absence of established internal control frameworks, the Green Book’s principles serve as best
practices for non-federal entities and establish key internal control responsibilities for oversight
bodies and for management of an organization. Paragraphs 2.09 and 2.10 of the Green Book
outline the following key responsibilities for oversight bodies for an institution’s internal control
system:







overseeing management’s design, implementation, and operation of the entity’s
internal control system;
establishing integrity and ethical values, oversight structure, and expectations of
competence;
maintaining accountability to all oversight body members and key stakeholders;
overseeing management’s risk assessment as it relates to internal control and control
activities;
analyzing and discussing information related to the entity’s achievement of objectives;
and
overseeing the nature and scope of management’s monitoring activities.

Per Green Book Principle 10, “Design Control Activities,” management of an organization is
responsible for designing control activities to achieve objectives and respond to risks. Examples
of management’s internal control tasks include reviewing functions and activities, managing
human capital, maintaining controls for information processing, and establishing performance
measures.
To evaluate TBR’s oversight of central office management’s operations and monitoring of the
colleges, we assessed central office management’s implementation and execution of board
policies, as well as compliance with laws, regulations, and best practices in key areas identified in
our audit scope.

The Tennessee Higher Education Commission
The Tennessee Higher Education Commission (THEC) serves as the coordinating authority for
implementing Tennessee’s statewide higher education public and fiscal policy. The Tennessee
General Assembly created THEC in 1967 to facilitate a coordinated and unified public
postsecondary mission across higher education institutions in Tennessee. THEC develops a
statewide master plan for the future development of Tennessee’s public universities, community
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colleges, and colleges of applied technology. 4 Among THEC’s other statutory responsibilities are
•
•
•
•

establishing annual tuition and fee increase parameters for in-state undergraduate
students,
reviewing and approving new academic programs,
developing and utilizing an outcomes-based funding model for institutions and
considering the operating and capital expenses of each institution, and
involving higher education institutions in collaborating on and developing of transfer
pathways.

THEC and TBR
THEC is responsible for making statewide postsecondary strategic decisions and ensuring that
public colleges and other institutions align with the state’s mission and values, while TBR is
responsible for the strategic direction of the system of community and technical colleges, including
establishing policies and goals. Like TBR, THEC is subject to the Tennessee Governmental Entity
Review Law, compiled in Title 4, Chapter 29, Tennessee Code Annotated; however, THEC is not
included within the scope of this audit report, and we do not conclude on THEC’s compliance with
laws, regulations, and internal policies or any overlap in mission or cost inefficiencies of the
statewide higher education system. 5

Audit Scope
We have audited the Tennessee Board of Regents (TBR/the board) for the period July 1, 2018,
through June 30, 2021. Our audit scope included a review of internal controls and compliance
with laws, regulations, policies, and procedures in the following areas:
•
•
•

Board Responsibilities and Open Meetings,
Central Office Oversight, and
Student Success and Workforce Development.

4 Section 49-7-202, Tennessee Code Annotated, dictates that the statewide master plan includes “addressing the state’s
economic development, workforce development, and research needs; ensuring increased degree production within the
state’s capacity to support higher education; [and] using institutional mission differentiation to . . . realize statewide
efficiencies through institutional collaboration.” THEC’s Enabling the Competitive Edge: Tennessee Higher
Education in the New Economy master plan, updated in 2020, is available at https://www.tn.gov/thec/about-thectsac/master-plan/master-plan.html.
5 Section 49-7-215, Tennessee Code Annotated, “Audit of efficiencies,” states that “an audit of the Tennessee higher
education commission, the University of Tennessee board of trustees and the board of regents may be conducted by
the comptroller of the treasury. If such audit is conducted, the audit shall specifically focus on overlap in mission,
cost inefficiencies, management practices and the restructuring of higher education stipulated by the implementation
of Acts 2010 (1st Ex. Sess.), Ch. 3.”
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The board, central office management, and each college’s management is responsible for
establishing and maintaining effective internal control and for complying with applicable laws,
regulations, policies, procedures, and provisions of contracts and grant agreements.
We provide further information on the scope of our assessment of internal control significant to
our audit objectives in Appendix 1. In compliance with generally accepted government auditing
standards, when internal control is significant within the context of our audit objectives, we include
in the audit report (1) the scope of our work on internal control and (2) any deficiencies in internal
control that are significant within the context of our audit objectives and based upon the audit work
we performed. We provide the scope of our work on internal control in the detailed methodology
of each audit section and in Appendix 1, and we identify any internal control deficiencies
significant to our audit objectives in our audit conclusions, findings, and observations.
For our sample design, we used nonstatistical audit sampling, which was the most appropriate and
cost-effective method for concluding on our audit objectives. Based on our professional judgment,
review of authoritative sampling guidance, and careful consideration of underlying statistical
concepts, we believe that nonstatistical sampling provides sufficient appropriate audit evidence to
support the conclusions in our report. Although our sample results provide reasonable bases for
drawing conclusions, the errors identified in these samples cannot be used to make statistically
valid projections to the original populations. We present more detailed information about our
methodologies in each audit section.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient appropriate
evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit
objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and
conclusions based on our audit objectives.

The COVID-19 Pandemic
During our audit, the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic caused significant disruptions to TBR’s
central office and the colleges’ operations. Our audit objectives did not specifically address TBR’s
response or the pandemic’s effects on operations. All TBR colleges are set to resume normal
operations by fall 2021.

Prior Audit Findings
Report of Actions Taken on Prior Audit Findings
Section 8-4-109(c), Tennessee Code Annotated, requires that each state department, agency, or
institution report to the Comptroller of the Treasury the action taken to implement the
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recommendations in the prior audit report. Our prior performance audit report, 6 dated December
2017, contained no findings related to the Tennessee Board of Regents (TBR).
Other divisions within the Comptroller’s Office have released reports related to TBR and the
colleges, including the Division of State Audit’s financial statement audits and the Office of
Research and Education Accountability’s reports. We exhibit selected findings, results, and
recommendations from these reports in Appendix 5.

Audit Conclusions
Board Responsibilities and Open Meetings
Background
The Tennessee Board of Regents (TBR/the board) has many responsibilities defined in state law,
as well as requirements under the Tennessee Open Meetings Act 7 that apply to all of Tennessee’s
governing bodies. During our audit, we reviewed select responsibilities and requirements imposed
through state law. These responsibilities are important to ensure that the board is fulfilling its
statutory purpose, meeting its mission, and providing for an open and transparent process when
making decisions.

Board Composition
The board is designed to be representative of the state and include perspectives from educators and
students. The board is composed of 19 regents:
•
•
•

•
•

9 public regents, representing each of Tennessee’s 9 congressional districts;
3 public at-large regents;
4 ex-officio regents—the Governor, the Commissioner of Education, the
Commissioner of Agriculture, and the Executive Director of the Tennessee Higher
Education Commission;
2 faculty regents; 8 and
1 student regent.

6 The prior audit report of Higher Education Entities included TBR, as well as the University of Tennessee Board of
Trustees, the Tennessee Student Assistance Corporation, and the Tennessee Higher Education Commission. The
current audit scope only includes TBR.
7 The Tennessee Open Meetings Act, located in Title 8, Chapter 44, Tennessee Code Annotated, requires meetings of
Tennessee’s governing bodies to be open and transparent to the public.
8 TBR submits faculty nominees for Governor appointment from either community colleges or TCATs, rotating
between the two college types each year. During the first year of a faculty regent’s two-year term, the regent is a
nonvoting regent and becomes a voting regent the second year of their term.
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Each year, TBR submits three student and three faculty nominees to the Governor’s Office, which
appoints one student and one faculty regent to the board.
To assist in carrying out its governance and management functions, TBR maintains six standing
committees that meet to discuss issues the board faces in mission-critical areas and provide the
board with recommendations to address these issues. These committees include
•
•
•
•
•
•

Finance and Business Operations,
Academic Policies and Programs and Student Life,
Personnel and Compensation,
Workforce Development,
External Affairs, and
System-wide Audit.

TBR creates other special committees as needed. As of July 1, 2021, TBR maintains one special
committee, the “Committee Chairs” Committee, which consists of the chairpersons from each of
the standing committees. A complete list of committee members and details about each
committee’s responsibilities can be found in Appendix 3.
Methodologies to Achieve Audit Objective
To gain an understanding of TBR composition requirements, we reviewed Section 49-8-201,
Tennessee Code Annotated, and interviewed the Board Secretary. We reviewed TBR’s process
for nominating faculty and student regents for fiscal years 2019, 2020, and 2021. We obtained
TBR’s list of regents and statutory qualifications. The Governor’s Office is responsible for
appointing the regents.

Board Policies and Bylaws
To provide effective oversight of TBR colleges, state statute requires the board to adopt policies
and bylaws such as the board’s conflict-of-interest, student residency, and professor tenure
policies. The board has adopted the policies and rules required by state law; see Appendix 6 for
a complete list.
Methodologies to Achieve Audit Objective
To gain an understanding of the policies and bylaws that state statute requires TBR to adopt, we
reviewed Section 49, Chapter 8, Tennessee Code Annotated. We reviewed TBR’s policies and
bylaws to determine if TBR adopted policies and bylaws required by Section 49, Chapter 8,
Tennessee Code Annotated.

Conflict-of-Interest Policy and Disclosure
TBR’s conflict-of-interest policy states that the policy exists “to ensure objectivity and integrity
on the part of the Regents by identifying and avoiding conflicts of interest, both real and
perceived.” Regents must list any potential conflicts on the Tennessee Board of Regents
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Disclosure Forms and sign to attest that they have disclosed conflicts in accordance with the policy.
Regents complete the forms at the intervals identified in Table 2.
Table 2 – Timing of Disclosure Form Submissions
Initial Disclosure
Within 30 days of
appointment to the board

Annual Disclosure
By January 31 of each year

Interim Disclosure
Within 60 days of any event that
requires disclosure

Source: TBR’s “Conflict of Interest Policy for Regents.”

Methodologies to Achieve Audit Objective
To obtain an understanding of internal control significant to the audit objective and to assess
management’s design and implementation of internal control, we reviewed Section 49-8-204,
Tennessee Code Annotated, and TBR Policy 1.02.03.30, “Conflict of Interest Policy for Regents.”
We also interviewed the Board Secretary and General Counsel to gain an understanding of TBR’s
disclosure form submission process. To determine whether regents submitted disclosure forms in
accordance with policy, we obtained each regent’s form for the 2018, 2019, 2020, and 2021
calendar years and tested the forms to determine if they had been submitted to the General Counsel
by the dates established in the policy.

Meetings, Quorum, and Attendance
Section 49-8-201(c)(1), Tennessee Code Annotated, requires the board to hold at least one meeting
per year, although it generally meets quarterly and holds special meetings as needed. TBR bylaws
establish that a quorum of at least nine regents must be present to conduct business. Although
state statute does not address regent attendance, the TBR Code of Ethics states that regents “must
regularly attend and actively participate in board and committee meetings and special
assignments.”
Methodologies to Achieve Audit Objectives
To gain an understanding of requirements for the number of board meetings, we reviewed Section
49-8-201(c), Tennessee Code Annotated. We obtained TBR meeting minutes and determined the
number of TBR meetings held each year from July 1, 2018, through December 30, 2020, to
determine if TBR met at least once per calendar year. To gain an understanding of quorum
requirements, we reviewed TBR’s bylaws. We reviewed TBR’s meeting minutes from July 1,
2018, through December 31, 2020, to determine if at least nine regents were present at each
meeting before TBR transacted business. To gain an understanding of requirements for regent
attendance at meetings, we reviewed Tennessee Code Annotated and TBR’s Code of Ethics. We
reviewed TBR meeting minutes from January 1, 2019, through December 31, 2020, to determine
each voting regent’s attendance at scheduled meetings within each calendar year.
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Public Notice and Recording Minutes
To ensure transparency in decision making and promote public knowledge, the Tennessee Open
Meetings Act requires governmental bodies, such as TBR, to give adequate public notice prior to
meetings, to record minutes of meetings, and to make the minutes open to public inspection.
TBR’s bylaws require at least five days’ notice before a meeting. State statute also requires TBR
to stream the board meetings online for public viewing.
Methodologies to Achieve Audit Objective
To gain an understanding of TBR’s open meetings requirements, we reviewed Title 8, Chapter 44,
Tennessee Code Annotated, and TBR bylaws. We reviewed the minutes and public notices for all
TBR and its committees’ meetings from July 1, 2018, through December 31, 2020, to determine
if public notice was given at least five days before the meeting, as required by TBR bylaws, and if
meeting minutes were recorded and made available to the public.

Audit Results
1.

Audit Objective: Did the board meet the composition requirements established in Section
49-8-201, Tennessee Code Annotated?
Conclusion:

2.

Audit Objective: Did the board adopt the policies and bylaws required by Title 49, Chapters
7 and 8, Tennessee Code Annotated?
Conclusion:

3.

The board had a conflict-of-interest policy and regents submitted
disclosure forms as required by the policy during our audit period, July 1,
2018, through June 30, 2021, with minor exceptions related to the
timeliness of disclosure form submissions.

Audit Objective: Did the board conduct at least one meeting per calendar year as required
by Section 49-8-201(c)(1), Tennessee Code Annotated?
Conclusion:

5.

The board adopted policies and bylaws as required by state statute. See
Appendix 6 for a list of specific policies required by state statute.

Audit Objective: Did the board have a conflict-of-interest policy, and did regents submit
disclosure forms as required by this policy?
Conclusion:

4.

Based on the regent information TBR provided, the board was composed
in accordance with statute. We also noted a matter related to board
composition requirements that the General Assembly may wish to
address. See the Matter for Legislative Consideration on page 12.

During calendar years 2018 through 2020, the board met at least quarterly.

Audit Objective: Did the board have a quorum present at board meetings before conducting
business, in accordance with the bylaws?
Conclusion:

The board established a quorum before conducting business at each
meeting it held from July 1, 2018, to December 31, 2020.
11

6.

Audit Objective: Did regents consistently attend board meetings?
Conclusion:

7.

We found that with minor exceptions involving two ex-officio regents,
regents consistently attended scheduled board meetings for calendar years
2019 and 2020.

Audit Objective: Did the board and committees issue public notices and record meeting
minutes as required by the Tennessee Open Meetings Act?
Conclusion:

The board and committees issued public notices at least five days before
each meeting and maintained meeting minutes from July 1, 2018, through
December 31, 2020. We noted a matter related to streaming video of
committee meetings that the General Assembly may wish to address.
During our audit period, TBR streamed some committee meetings, but not
all. See the Matter for Legislative Consideration.

Matter for Legislative Consideration – The General Assembly may wish to
consider revising two parts of Section 49-8-201, Tennessee Code Annotated
Section 49-8-201(a)(1), Tennessee Code Annotated, states “the board shall consist of eighteen (18)
members”; however, state statute goes on to list 19 regent positions, as shown in Table 3.
Table 3 – Regents Listed in Section 49-8-201, Tennessee Code Annotated
Regent Position
Ex-officio members
Congressional district members
At-large members
Faculty members
Student member
Total board members

Required Number
4
9
3
2
1
19

Tennessee Code Annotated Citation
49-8-201(a)(1)
49-8-201(a)(3)(A)
49-8-201(a)(3)(A)
49-8-201(a)(3)(D)
49-8-201(b)(1)

Source: Section 49-8-201, Tennessee Code Annotated.

For consistency, the General Assembly may wish to revise Section 49-8-201(a)(1), Tennessee
Code Annotated, to reflect the number of regent positions described in the statute.
Additionally, Section 49-8-201(c)(2), Tennessee Code Annotated, states, “Meetings of the board
shall be made available for viewing by the public over the internet by streaming video accessible
from the board’s website.” The current language does not specifically address committee
meetings. During our audit period, TBR streamed some committee meetings, but not all. Because
the board conducts significant business in committee meetings, the General Assembly may wish
to consider revising Section 49-8-201, Tennessee Code Annotated, to require TBR to livestream
and to archive all committee meetings as it does for the meetings of the full board.
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Central Office Oversight
Background
The Tennessee Board of Regents (TBR/the board) relies on central office management to
implement processes to oversee and monitor each college’s financial health and academic
operations, which are fundamental components of the board’s fiduciary duty to its colleges and
shared governance with administration. We reviewed the following processes during this audit:
evaluations of college presidents; financial health oversight; and oversight of student organization
funds.

Evaluations of College Presidents
TBR Policy 1.03.02.00, “Duties of the Institutional Presidents,” sets the duties of TBR college
presidents, who are responsible for the college’s operation and management and for the execution
of all directives of the board and the Chancellor. Each college’s president is also the official
communication liaison between the faculty and the Chancellor.
TBR Policy 1.03.03.00, “Selection and Retention of Presidents,” requires the Chancellor to
evaluate college presidents at the end of each academic year. The Chancellor’s evaluation must
include a review of the president’s
•
•
•

annual objectives;
commitment to the college, TBR system, and implementation of TBR policies; and
skills in organization, decision making, communication, fostering strong external
relationships, and leadership development.

The Chancellor documents the overall performance of each college’s president using an evaluation
rubric, which includes the Chancellor’s assessment of the president’s accomplishments, how the
president met prior year goals, and the president’s goals for the upcoming academic year. See
Appendix 11 for the evaluation rubric.
If the Chancellor identifies any areas for improvement, she works with the president and discusses
a plan to address the issues. While the Chancellor does not present evaluation results to the board,
if the Chancellor believed that a president should no longer be serving in their position, she could
bring the matter before the board, which has the power to terminate a president’s employment.
Methodologies to Achieve Audit Objective
To gain an understanding of the college presidents’ annual performance evaluation process, to
obtain an understanding of internal control significant to our audit objective, and to assess
management’s design and implementation of internal control, we reviewed TBR’s presidential
evaluation policy and rubric and interviewed the Chancellor. We selected seven presidential
evaluations to review for fiscal years 2018 through 2020: five from colleges with Composite
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Financial Index 9 scores below 1.00 and two from colleges mentioned in discussions with the
Chancellor.

Financial Health Oversight
As part of the board and central office management’s oversight of each college, central office
management reviews financial information that helps them assess fiscal management at the college
level, including budgets and key financial indicators.

Budget Review and Board Approval
Each college submits a proposed budget to central office management, who compiles the budgets
into a single, system-wide budget that the board approves each June. Colleges revise their budgets
in the fall and spring based on changes in enrollment or state funding. Colleges and central office
management repeat the compilation and approval process for each budget revision. See Figure 2
for details about the timing of the budget submission and revision process.
Figure 2 – Budget Revisions Timeline

Source: Auditor creation based on TBR’s “Budget Principles and Control” policy.

Each June, colleges must also provide central office management with annual budget-to-actual
comparisons with explanations for any significant variances. Central office management reviews
the comparisons to ensure the effective fiscal management of each college. Central office
management reports budget-to-actual comparisons at each “Committee Chairs” Committee
November meeting and presents budget-to-actual information, aggregated by the community
college and TCAT sectors, to the entire board at the December meeting.

College Financial Performance Review
In the fall of each year, central office staff perform an analysis of financial statement data to review
the performance of TBR colleges. In September, once colleges have prepared their June 30 fiscal
year-end financial statements, the Chief Business Officer at each college sends unaudited financial
data to central office staff, who then calculate four key financial indicators detailed in Figure 3,
as outlined by TBR Policy 4.01.00.02, “Institutional Financial Performance Review.” The board’s
9 See the College Financial Performance Review section for a description of the Composite Financial Index score.
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institutional financial performance review policy is based on best practice across higher education
entities. 10
Figure 3 – TBR Financial Ratios

Source: Auditor created based on TBR Policy 4.01.00.02, “Institutional Financial Performance Review.”

Central office staff add the resulting ratios from each of the financial indicators listed above to
calculate each college’s Composite Financial Index (CFI) score, which indicates the general
financial health of each college. See the formula used to calculate CFI scores in Figure 4. CFI
scores range between -4.0 and 10.0, and a CFI score of at least 3.0 indicates that a college is
relatively financially healthy. See Appendix 8 for a list of the 4 core ratios and CFI scores for
each of TBR’s 40 colleges for fiscal year 2020.
Figure 4 – Composite Financial Index Formula Example

Source: TBR Policy 4.01.00.02, “Institutional Financial Performance Review,” with example numbers added for
illustrative purposes.

TBR policy classifies colleges with ratio values below the threshold values listed in Figure 4 and
colleges with a CFI score of 1.0 or lower as watch level. Scores that fall below a watch-level
10 Higher education entities use KPMG’s Strategic Financial Analysis for Higher Education, Seventh Edition, as a
framework to gauge the financial health of institutions.
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threshold indicate that a college may not have the financial health to continue operations unless
the college’s financial condition improves. If a college’s performance is at or below a watch-level
threshold, the policy requires the college to provide the central office a narrative explaining the
low figures and plans to improve the financial indicator. Reasons for low financial indicators vary.
While watch-level performance may indicate deteriorating financial health, financial ratios may
be temporarily skewed by normal events, such as large one-time purchases or a new building
construction. Central office management provides a list of each college’s financial ratio analysis
to the “Committee Chairs” Committee each November, and management provides the same
information, aggregated by community college and TCAT sector, to the full board each December.
Methodologies to Achieve Audit Objective
To obtain an understanding of internal control significant to the audit objective and to assess
management’s design and implementation of internal control, we reviewed TBR Policy
4.01.00.01, “Budget Principles and Control” and Policy 4.01.00.02, “Institutional Financial
Performance Review,” and interviewed the Vice Chancellor of Business and Finance. To
determine if TBR and central office management monitored the financial health of the colleges,
we performed walkthroughs of their processes and reviewed documentation of budget-to-actual
comparisons and key financial indicators. We also reviewed December board meeting minutes for
2018, 2019, and 2020 to determine what financial information central office management provided
to the board.

Oversight of Student Organization Funds
According to TBR Policy 3.01.01.00, “Student Organizations,” student organizations may be
either organizations sponsored by the college or organizations registered by the college.
Sponsored organizations include student government associations, student body organizations, and
professional and honor societies. Registered organizations include
•
•
•
•

honors and leadership organizations and recognition societies;
departmental organizations and professional fraternities and sororities;
social fraternities and sororities; and
special interest groups (such as political, religious, or athletic groups).

TBR’s student organizations policy requires each student organization to maintain a sound
financial system to collect and disburse student organization funds. However, the policy does not
provide a definition or examples of a sound financial system, such as specifying safeguards that
colleges should design and implement to prevent the misuse or misappropriation of student
organization funds. Many of TBR’s colleges have adopted their own policies and procedures
related to student organizations’ funds, in addition to following TBR’s system-wide policy, but
procedures vary between colleges. The board has the authority to approve school-specific policies
and procedures; however, the board generally approves only system-wide policies and procedures.
Student organizations are generally funded through member dues, fundraisers, and required
student activity fees included with tuition. Student organizations typically maintain their funds in
college accounts, but Chattanooga State Community College requires each student organization to
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hold funds in external accounts. For details about the number of student organizations at each
college and the amount of student organization funds held by each college, see Appendix 7.
Methodologies to Achieve Audit Objective
To obtain an understanding of internal control significant to our audit objective and to assess
management’s design of internal control, we interviewed the Chief Audit Executive and reviewed
TBR’s student organizations policy to gain an understanding of student organizations’ financial
requirements. To determine whether TBR ensured colleges adequately addressed the risk of
misuse or misappropriation of student organization funding, we reviewed selected colleges’
student organization policies, internal audit investigative reports, and documentation related to the
number of student organizations at each college and student organization funds held by each
college.

Audit Results
1.

Audit Objective: Did the Chancellor have a process in place to evaluate college presidents?
Conclusion:

2.

Audit Objective: Did the board and central office management monitor the financial health
of the colleges?
Conclusion:

3.

The Chancellor developed and implemented a process to evaluate college
presidents annually. For each evaluation we reviewed, the Chancellor
awarded satisfactory performance.

Central office management monitors the financial health of the 40
colleges and reports the results of their review to the board. Based on our
review of the board meeting minutes, central office management did not
report any material budget-to-actual issues during the December 2018,
2019, or 2020 meetings. However, central office management could
strengthen their review by improving documentation of reasons for
changes in key financial indicators and colleges’ plans to correct financial
indicators that fall into watch-level range. See Observation 1 on page
18.

Audit Objective: Did the board ensure the colleges adequately addressed the risk of misuse
or misappropriation of student organization funding?
Conclusion:

The board has a system-wide policy that requires student organizations to
maintain a sound financial system and use generally accepted accounting
principles; however, the board could strengthen the policy. See
Observation 2 on page 19.
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Observation 1 – Central office management should improve documentation of their
review of colleges’ key financial indicators
The Vice Chancellor of Business and Finance reviews the colleges’ key financial indicators and
discusses his review with each college’s business officer or president. The Vice Chancellor stated
that these discussions include the reasons for changes in key financial indicators and plans to
improve indicators that fall below watch level.
TBR Policy 4.01.00.02, “Institutional Financial Performance Review,” states,
The [community college] chief business officer or TCAT president shall
provide a narrative that explains the factors underlying changes in ratio
values and CFI scores from the prior year, and whether these factors were
planned or unexpected. If Watch Level performance is evidenced on any
indicator, the submission shall also address what action the institution
plans to take to improve the ratio or score in subsequent years.

Central office management does not require colleges to submit written narratives or corrective
action plans and does not document conversations with colleges. While some colleges voluntarily
submit written narratives explaining changes or plans to improve financial indicators, the Vice
Chancellor stated that most colleges verbally discuss this information in their meetings with him.
The board should consider requiring colleges to submit written narratives explaining changes or
plans to improve financial indicators, as outlined in TBR’s policy, or to document discussions with
colleges about changes or plans to improve financial indicators. Having documentation of the
discussion or a written plan to improve a college’s financial condition is important to ensure that
both central office management and the college agree on the necessary steps for improvement.
Additionally, if leadership changes occur at the college or central office management level, new
leadership can review the documentation or written plan and continue making the necessary
changes.
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Observation 2 – TBR should strengthen the student organization policy to ensure
colleges implement adequate financial safeguards to protect student contributions
TBR’s student organization policy outlines
Student Organization Investigations
basic requirements for the financial
In September 2018, Jackson State Community
stewardship of student organizations,
College’s Office of Internal Audit found that a
including designating a student officer to
student used his or her personal phone and a
manage funds in accordance with generally
swipe device to accept credit and debit
accepted accounting principles. The policy
payments
during a club fundraiser. While the
also states that college management may
student did not misappropriate these funds, the
request financial reports or perform audits
internal auditors recommended implementing
of the student organizations’ funds at any
cash management procedures for fundraising
time. The board’s policy does not specify
events.
any safeguards that colleges should design
and implement to prevent the misuse or
In January 2019, Cleveland State Community
misappropriation of student organization
College’s (CSCC) Office of Internal Audit
funds, such as requiring colleges to directly
found a lack of internal control over one
reimburse vendors that provide goods or
student club’s cash. The report cited that club
services to student organizations or
advisors failed to ensure the club followed
requiring multiple levels of review for
CSCC policy for student organization fiscal
reimbursement claims.
Additionally,
procedures. Also, due to a lack of
during our audit period internal audit at two
documentation of reimbursements from an
colleges issued reports substantiating
unofficial petty cash fund, Internal Audit could
allegations of deficient internal controls
not determine whether club funds had been
related to the handling of cash and
misappropriated.
payments to student organization at two
community colleges. The internal auditors recommended that the affected colleges revise their
student organization policies and procedures to better address the risk of misappropriation.
While student organizations hold varying amounts of money that are generally not financially
significant to the college, the board and central office management have a responsibility to ensure
TBR colleges implement appropriate safeguards to protect student organization funds, including
student contributions. The board should consider amending the policy to establish appropriate
safeguards, including developing and following policies and procedures that adequately address
the risks of fraud, waste, and abuse. The board and central office management should also consider
working with the appropriate staff at each college to ensure that each college implements
appropriate safeguards.
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Emerging Issue: Colleges may experience an enrollment cliff beginning in the mid2020s
Beginning around 2026, experts and economists expect colleges and universities to experience an
“enrollment cliff,” or a significant decrease in enrollment levels due to a substantial decline in the
number of high school graduates in most regions of the United States. As detailed in Figure 5,
during the Great Recession of 2008–2009, the birth rate declined and did not rebound in subsequent
years; therefore, fewer students may graduate from high schools and enroll in colleges and
universities. Colleges and universities may experience demographic shifts in student populations
and increased competition for students.
Figure 5: Births per 1,000 People – U.S. and Tennessee, 2005 to 2019 11

Source: Auditor analysis of data obtained from the U.S. Center for Disease Control’s National Center for Health
Statistics and the Tennessee Department of Health.

In 2020, after becoming aware of the enrollment cliff in the years prior to 2020, central office
management created a dashboard 12 that colleges or the public can use to analyze existing
kindergarten through 12th-grade enrollment patterns and project the number of potential future
high school graduates within a community college service area, county, or the state.
Figure 6 shows data from TBR’s dashboard with the two community colleges whose service areas
are projected to experience the largest growth in high school graduates (Nashville State and
Chattanooga State Community Colleges) and the two community colleges whose service areas are

11 Data for 2020 was not available.
12 TBR’s Tennessee Public School Enrollment by Grade and Cohort dashboard can be found at
https://app.powerbi.com/view?r=eyJrIjoiYmYzZDdkYTMtN2YxMC00NTJjLWE4MmEtN2VlMjVkMTk4M2Y1Ii
widCI6Ijc4ZTkwNWIzLTE4ZWEtNGE5MS04YjlmLTMzZTRmZTNjYTQ4YSIsImMiOjN9.
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projected to experience the smallest growth (Northeast State and Cleveland State Community
Colleges) through 2031.
Figure 6: Community Colleges Projected to Have the Largest and Smallest Growth in High
School Graduates Through 2031

Source: Auditor creation based on information obtained from TBR’s Tennessee Public School Enrollment by Grade
and Cohort (2018–2019) dashboard.

Student Success and Workforce Development
Background
The Tennessee Board of Regents’ (TBR/the board) mission is student success and workforce
development—to provide students with the skills to succeed in their academic program, join the
workforce, and contribute to the prosperity of Tennessee’s economy. Central office management
works with colleges to research, design, and implement initiatives to help students succeed in their
academic program and join the workforce, including
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drive to 55,
Tennessee Promise,
Tennessee Reconnect,
Veteran Reconnect Grant,
Tennessee Transfer Pathways, and
TN eCampus.

See Appendix 10 for a description of these initiatives.
Within the central office, the Office of Student Success oversees colleges’ efforts to help students
reach their highest learning and leadership potential and identifies and cultivates methods of
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engaging with students. The Office of Policy and Strategy, also within the central office, works
with the Office of Student Success to collect and track data used to evaluate the student success
and workforce development initiatives across the system.

TCAT Program Wait Lists

In the 2021–2022 state budget, the General
Assembly appropriated $54 million to
reduce TCAT wait lists through hiring new
faculty and constructing new buildings.
Central office management stated that as of
May 2021, approximately 16,000 people
were on wait lists for programs at TCATs
across the state.

When an individual applies to a TCAT
program and there are no available spots,
TCAT staff place the individual on a program
wait list until a spot becomes available. Based
on our discussions with central office
management, TCATs place interested
individuals on a program wait list for several
reasons. Most often, TCAT programs are
constrained by the availability of equipment, instructors, and facilities, which all limit program
capacity. Central office management stated that with the additional appropriations provided in the
2021–2022 state budget, they can more easily address these constraints. In other cases, the TCAT
program has limited capacity because of the job market in the area.
For TCATs to maintain their accreditation for certain programs, they must achieve specified
placement rates for their graduates. When the job market is oversaturated, students interested in
that program must join a wait list. Because graduates complete programs based on how quickly
they demonstrate competency rather than at the end of a semester, wait list students can be admitted
to their chosen programs at any point during the year.
The board and central office management rely on TCAT management to maintain and monitor the
list of individuals waiting for spots to open in their chosen course of study. Because the board and
central office management use wait list information to address information requests from the
legislature and the Governor’s Office, and requests to the board for program expansions from
TCAT presidents, TCAT management must ensure their college programs’ wait lists accurately
reflect the number of individuals waiting to join a college program, including how long the
individuals have waited and whether they are still interested.

Ongoing Improvements
Prior to 2016, the TCATs managed their wait lists manually. In 2016, TBR began converting
TCATs from their manual system to Banner, the enterprise resource planning software used by the
community colleges. This conversion was completed in waves. The first wave was human
resources and financial information, followed by student information, which included enrollment,
financial aid, and application and wait list information. At the initial conversion, which required
TCAT staff to learn the new Banner system, central office management focused efforts on ensuring
accurate and complete financial and enrollment data.
Central office management explained that they became aware of issues with the processes to
maintain wait list data in late 2020 when the Governor’s Office requested wait list information
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before the budget and state appropriation discussions.
Programs With the Most
According to central office management, each TCAT has
Applicants on the Wait List
a different process for adding an individual to a wait list,
periodically gauging interest, and removing individuals
as of May 13, 2021
who are no longer interested in the program, which
Welding – 2,616
impacts the quality of the information in Banner and the
Practical Nursing – 2,497
ability to compare and gather data across TCATs. For
example, one TCAT may only add an individual to the
Automotive Technology – 1,605
wait list once admissions staff have determined that they
Cosmetology – 1,373
meet all admissions requirements, while another TCAT
Source: Central office management.
may add the individual to the wait list immediately upon
receiving their application for the program and verify
admissions requirements when a vacancy opens. Additionally, each TCAT may have a different
process for determining whether wait listed individuals are still interested in the program. TCATs
may use different time intervals (weekly, monthly, etc.) to contact individuals on the wait list to
ensure the wait list still accurately depicts demand for the program. Furthermore, the TCATs do
not use consistent program names for the program descriptions in Banner. For example, TCATs
may refer to the Automotive Technology program as Master Automotive Tech, Master Automotive
Technician, or Automotive Technician in the program description, making it more difficult to
ensure data accuracy.
Because central office management had concerns with the reliability of the information colleges
originally recorded in Banner, they reached out to the TCATs individually to update their wait list
information to ensure they had the most current, correct information to provide the Governor’s
Office. Central office management recognized the need to implement consistent procedures for
TCAT wait lists to ensure the availability of reliable data. The Executive Vice Chancellor for
Policy and Strategy explained that consistent wait list data and procedures are important to central
office management. Although their initial focus was on the more mission-critical data priorities
of human resources and financial information, now that they have made progress in those areas,
they can focus on TCAT wait list data and procedures. As of June 2021, central office management
stated that they are still in the early stages of addressing this issue; however, they plan to start
conversations with the 27 TCATs to determine the best way of managing the wait lists. Central
office management stated that, ultimately, they will issue formal guidance to the TCATs to provide
more consistent procedures across campuses and increase the reliability of the data in Banner.
Methodologies to Achieve Audit Objective
To obtain an understanding of internal control significant to our audit objective and to assess
management’s design and implementation of internal control, we interviewed the Executive Vice
Chancellor of Policy and Strategy and the Associate Vice Chancellor for Student and Financial
Aid to gain an understanding of how central office management ensured the TCATs had processes
in place to monitor program wait lists. We obtained and reviewed the wait lists for each of the
TCATs.
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Relational Advising at Community Colleges
Relational advising focuses on one-on-one interactions with new students, peer mentor
relationships between new and returning students, and early intervention for students who may
need additional support. In 2018, the Governor’s Office began providing TBR with $1 million in
recurring grant funds for relational advising to increase student retention within Tennessee’s public
community colleges. 13 TBR allocates these funds as block grants to the individual community
colleges based on their applications. The maximum funding awarded per college is $70,000 per
year, with funds renewing annually based on performance. While each of the 13 community
colleges had already established academic advising practices, 14 TBR awarded all 13 community
colleges a relational advising grant to incorporate peer-to-peer mentoring at their colleges with the
plan to connect students with peer mentors, professional advisors, or success coaches.
Peer-to-peer mentoring is a mutually beneficial relationship between a specified student group
(mentee) and a more experienced student (mentor) who engages with the mentee in a structured
helping capacity to cultivate strong relationships and provide peer-to-peer support. According to
central office management, there is a strong connection between these peer relationships and
student retention and success. There are three peer-to-peer mentoring models: a peer coaching
model, a friendly contact model, and a curricular model, as shown in Table 4.
Table 4 – Peer Mentoring Models
Mentoring Model Type
Peer Coaching

•
•
•
•

Friendly Contact
Curricular

Peer Mentor Responsibilities
Support advising and student success in their daily
interactions with assigned students
Refer mentees to campus resources, study skills coaching, or
pre-registration education
May be “on call” for a set number of hours each week to
handle referred and walk-in students
May be required to hold several meetings each term with
students, either one-on-one or in groups

Contact students with reminders about upcoming deadlines or
requirements through text messages, email, social media, or inperson
Attend courses with and assist mentored students outside of class

Source: TBR Relational Advising Grant guidance.

13 The central office’s Director of Advising and First-Year Initiatives stated that none of the TCATs are receiving
relational advising grants.
14 Academic advising could include assisting students with class registration and helping students plan their paths to
graduation.
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Central Office Management Oversight
As a condition of receiving the relational advising grant, each community college must provide
central office management with three reports on advising activities:
•
•
•

a mid-year report, due February 1;
an end-of-year report, due May 31; and
a final budget report, due July 15.

The mid-year and end-of-year reports contain information regarding each community college’s
progress toward defined milestones; number of peer mentor positions; number of peer mentees;
and various success statistics, such as the percentage of credit hours earned by peer mentees and
the total number of mentees completing an introductory math or English course. The final budget
report contains expenditures associated with the grant activities. The Director of Advising and
First-Year Students, within central office management’s Office of Student Success, reviews the
annual reports and meets with the points of contact at the community colleges to discuss the yearend reports and the colleges’ action steps for the next year. After this conversation, the Vice
Chancellor for Student Success reviews the grant reports to determine if grant renewals will be
issued. During our audit period, fiscal years 2018 to 2020, central office management renewed all
13 community college grants each year.
Additionally, according to central office management, the first three-year grant cycle will end in
2021, and they are planning to perform a review of the grants in late 2021. Central office
management stated that this review will include compiling and analyzing annual reports from
2018, 2019, and 2020 to determine progress and meeting with the community college management
to address any questions and concerns.
Methodologies to Achieve Audit Objective
To obtain an understanding of internal control significant to our audit objective and to assess
management’s design and implementation of internal control, we interviewed the Vice Chancellor
of Student Success and reviewed TBR’s website and the guidance and instructions that central
office management provides to community colleges on how to implement relational advising
practices to gain an understanding of how central office management oversees relational advising
practices at community colleges. We obtained and reviewed each community college’s relational
advising year-end reports and budgets for the 2018–2019 and 2019–2020 school years.

TCAT Job Placement Tracking
Tracking whether TCAT graduates obtain jobs helps the board assess how well TCAT programs
are meeting the mission of student success and workforce development. Additionally, some
accrediting bodies of certain programs require colleges to achieve specified job placement rates
for program graduates to maintain accreditation. The method for collecting job placement
information varies depending on the type of college. TBR reviews community college
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employment information collected and reported by the Tennessee Higher Education Commission
(THEC) 15 and surveys students to obtain job placement information for TCAT graduates.
When TCAT students are nearing graduation, TCAT management surveys the students to
determine how many obtained jobs in their field of study. The survey also includes obtaining the
employer information so that TCAT management can verify the student survey responses. TCATs
use this job placement data to help with internal planning and to maintain accreditation with the
Council on Occupational Education 16 and other program-specific accreditors. Central office
management make the TCAT job placement rates, along with licensure rates, available to the board
and the public on TBR’s website. 17
Central office management stated that they do not specifically present job placement information
to the board; however, during board meetings central office management do frequently reference
the dashboards available to the public on TBR’s website.
Figure 7 – Average TCAT Job Placement Rates 18

Source: Tennessee Higher Education Commission’s Higher Education Fact Books.

15 THEC provides this information in its annual Higher Education Fact Book, available at
https://www.tn.gov/thec/research/fact-book.html.
16 The Council on Occupational Education accredits postsecondary occupational institutions that offer certificate,
diploma, or applied associate’s degree programs.
17
TCAT
licensure
and
job
placement
rates
are
available
online
at
https://app.powerbi.com/view?r=eyJrIjoiMzkxMDU2YmItYzY0ZC00OWY5LTgwMmEtMjAzMGU4ZTUwZWU1
IiwidCI6Ijc4ZTkwNWIzLTE4ZWEtNGE5MS04YjlmLTMzZTRmZTNjYTQ4YSIsImMiOjN9.
18 While TBR does provide job placement data on these dashboards, we used data reported by the Tennessee Higher
Education Commission in Figure 7, since TBR’s dashboard only aggregates job placement information by academic
program and not by year.
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Methodologies to Achieve Audit Objective
To gain an understanding of how TBR and central office management ensured TCATs collect job
placement information, we interviewed the Assistant Vice Chancellor of Data Strategy, the
Assistant Vice Chancellor of Policy and Strategy, the Executive Vice Chancellor of Policy and
Strategy, the Vice Chancellor of Student Success, and the Assistant Vice Chancellor of Academic
Affairs. We obtained and reviewed TCAT job placement data from TBR’s website and reviewed
TBR meeting minutes from July 1, 2018, through December 31, 2020, to determine what job
placement information the board receives.

Program Warranty
TBR Policy 2.03.01.10, “Warranty of Competency of Graduates of Technical Programs,” states,
“As a demonstration of our confidence in the quality of our community college and technical
college programs, . . . [TBR] warrants every
Figure 8 – Warranty Card
graduate of programs offering an A.A.S. Degree,
Diploma or Technical Certificate of Credit.”
Under the policy, the board guarantees that the
graduates of the specified programs 19 have
demonstrated the competencies that are included in
the curriculum and program guides. If a graduate’s
employer finds that the graduate lacks the
knowledge or a skill that was included in the
program’s curriculum, the graduate “shall be
retrained at no cost to the employer or the graduate
for tuition fees.”
Beginning in fall 2018, graduates of the specified
programs became eligible for the program
warranty. When students graduate, the college
gives the students a warranty card that they can
provide to their employers. The warranty card,
shown in Figure 8, explains what the warranty
program is and where employers can find more
information. TBR also provides the colleges with
tool kits for advertising the program warranty to Source: TBR website, https://www.tbr.edu/studentemployers; however, colleges are responsible for success/warranty-program.
choosing the best method for advertising the warranty to local employers. Within one year of the
graduate’s program completion, if an employer is not satisfied with the graduate’s technical skills
or knowledge, the employer can submit a warranty claim for retraining to central office

19 The warranty program covers 410 programs and 455 related degrees, diplomas, and certificates. For more
information about the covered programs, contact TBR.
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management through TBR’s website. 20 Retraining is designed specifically for the graduate to
address the exact skill deficiency, so the retraining would look different depending on the
circumstance. The process to address the deficiency, as outlined below, would include the student,
their employer, the college, and central office management.

Warranty Claim Process
As of June 2021, no employers have submitted a warranty claim; however, central office
management shared the steps they would follow if an employer files a warranty claim in the future:
1. Central office management would reach out to the employer to discuss which specific
competencies the graduate lacks.
2. Central office management would discuss the claim with the graduate to ensure the
accuracy of the claim and verify that the graduate is within one year of graduation and
eligible for retraining.
3. Central office management would contact the graduate’s college to review the
competencies outlined in the program to ensure that the skill was listed as part of the
curriculum.
4. If the skill was not listed, central office management would inform the graduate and
the employer that the graduate is not eligible for retraining.
5. If the skill was listed, central office management would discuss with the graduate’s
college staff how retraining could be offered to the graduate.
6. Central office management would talk with the graduate about next steps in returning
to campus for retraining.
7. Central office management would provide the employer with the directions given to
the graduate and the timeline for the graduate’s completion of the retraining.
8. Once the graduate completes the retraining, central office management would notify
the graduate and the employer that the claim has been resolved.
When we inquired with central office management about why they believe they have not received
any warranty claims, central office management stated that they, the board, and the TCATs
communicate very closely with employers to align curriculum with the skills the employers need.
Central office management believe the system’s relationships with employers allow the TCATs to
ensure students have mastered the skills for success in the workforce, and that is why they have
not received a warranty claim requesting retraining.
Methodologies to Achieve Audit Objective
To gain an understanding of the program warranty, we interviewed the Vice Chancellor of Student
Success and the Assistant Vice Chancellor of Data Strategy and reviewed TBR’s program warranty
policy. We also reviewed available information about the program warranty on TBR’s website.
Central office management provided a description of the informal process that central office
management would follow if they received a warranty claim. Also, we obtained a list of all
20 TBR’s warranty form can be found at https://www.tbr.edu/node/33178.
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programs, degrees, certificates, and diplomas covered by the program warranty. In interviews with
the Vice Chancellor of Student Success, we discussed the reasons that TBR has not received any
warranty claims since the program began in 2018.

Audit Results
1.

Audit Objective: To support student access to learning opportunities, did central office
management ensure the TCATs had processes in place to monitor
program wait lists, including maintaining data that accurately reflected
demand for TCAT programs?
Conclusion:

2.

Audit Objective: To support student retention and success, did central office management
oversee relational advising grants in their community colleges?
Conclusion:

3.

To support student retention and success, central office management
provided oversight of the relational advising grants by obtaining and
reviewing biannual grant activity reports and an annual budget report from
each grant recipient college to determine how well the college progressed
in meeting program goals and milestones. Based on their review and
evaluation of the college’s progress, central office management decided
whether to renew the college’s grant funding for the following year.
During our audit period, fiscal years 2018 to 2020, central office
management renewed all grants.

Audit Objective: To demonstrate the board is meeting the mission of student success and
workforce development, did central office management ensure TCATs
collected job placement data for reporting to accreditation bodies and to
the public?
Conclusion:

4.

Central office management relied on the TCATs to implement processes
to monitor program wait lists during our audit period, but central office
management is in the early stages of standardizing program wait list
processes across TCATs to ensure wait list data accurately reflects
demand for the program. For a list of TCAT programs, see Appendix 9.

Central office management ensured that the TCATs collected job
placement data. Central office management compiled the TCAT data and
made it available to the board and the public on their website.

Audit Objective: To demonstrate TBR’s confidence that graduates are well-prepared to
enter the workforce, did central office management develop a process to
address employer warranty claims for retraining of eligible program
graduates?
Conclusion:

To implement the warranty program, the board adopted a policy in
December 2017 and central office management then established informal
procedures to process employer warranty claims for retraining of recent
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graduates. The program began in fall 2018 and as of June 30, 2021,
central office management has not received any warranty claims.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Internal Control Significant to the Audit Objectives
The U.S. Government Accountability Office’s Standards for Internal Control in the Federal
Government (Green Book) sets internal control standards for federal entities and serves as best
practice for non-federal government entities, including state and local government agencies. As
stated in the Green Book overview, 21
Internal control is a process used by management to help an entity achieve
its objectives . . . Internal control helps an entity run its operations
effectively and efficiently; report reliable information about its operations;
and comply with applicable laws and regulations.

The Green Book’s standards are organized into five components of internal control: control
environment, risk assessment, control activities, information and communication, and monitoring.
In an effective system of internal control, these five components work together to help an entity
achieve its objectives. Each of the five components of internal control contains principles, which
are the requirements an entity should follow to establish an effective system of internal control.
We illustrate the five components and their underlying principles below:
Control Environment

Principle 1 Demonstrate Commitment to Integrity and Ethical Values
Principle 2
Exercise Oversight Responsibility
Principle 3
Establish Structure, Responsibility, and Authority
Principle 4
Demonstrate Commitment to Competence
Principle 5
Enforce Accountability
Principle 6
Principle 7
Principle 8
Principle 9

Risk Assessment

Define Objectives and Risk Tolerances
Identify, Analyze, and Respond to Risks
Assess Fraud Risk
Identify, Analyze, and Respond to Change

Control Activities

Principle 10
Design Control Activities
Principle 11 Design Activities for the Information System
Principle 12
Implement Control Activities

Information and Communication

Principle 13
Principle 14
Principle 15

Use Quality Information
Communicate Internally
Communicate Externally

Monitoring

Principle 16
Perform Monitoring Activities
Principle 17 Evaluate Issues and Remediate Deficiencies

In compliance with generally accepted government auditing standards, we must determine whether
internal control is significant to our audit objectives. We base our determination of significance
on whether an entity’s internal control impacts our audit conclusion. If some, but not all, internal
control components are significant to the audit objectives, we must identify those internal control
components and underlying principles that are significant to the audit objectives. In the following
matrix, we list our audit objectives, indicate whether internal control was significant to our audit
objectives, and identify which internal control components and underlying principles were
significant to those objectives.

21 For further information on the Green Book, please refer to https://www.gao.gov/greenbook/overview.
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Internal Control Components and Underlying Principles
Significant to the Audit Objectives
Risk Assessment
Control Activities Information & Communication Monitoring

Control Environment
1

2

3

4

5

6
7

1
2

3

Audit Objectives
Significance
Board Responsibilities and Open Meetings
Did the board meet the composition
No
requirements established in Section 49-8201, Tennessee Code Annotated ?
Did the board adopt the policies and bylaws
No
required by Title 49, Chapters 7 and 8,
Tennessee Code Annotated ?
Did the board have a conflict-of-interest
Yes
policy, and did regents submit disclosure
forms as required by this policy?
Did the board conduct at least one meeting
No
per calendar year as required by Section 498-201(c)(1), Tennessee Code Annotated ?
Did the board have a quorum present at
No
board meetings before conducting business,
in accordance with the bylaws?
Did regents consistently attend board
No
meetings?
Did the board and committees issue public
No
notices and record meeting minutes as
required by the Tennessee Open Meetings
Act?
Central Office Oversight
Did the Chancellor have a process in place
Yes
to evaluate college presidents?
Yes
Did the board and central office
management monitor the financial health of
the colleges?
Did the board ensure the colleges
Yes
adequately addressed the risk of misuse or
misappropriation of student organization
funding?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Yes

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Yes

–

Yes

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Yes

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Yes

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Yes

Yes

–

–

–

–

–

–

Yes

–

–

Yes

–

–

–

–

–

–

–
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Internal Control Components and Underlying Principles
Significant to the Audit Objectives
Risk Assessment
Control Activities Information & Communication Monitoring

Control Environment
Audit Objectives
Significance
Student Success and Workforce Development
Yes
1 To support student access to learning
opportunities, did central office management
ensure the TCATs had processes in place to
monitor program wait lists, including
maintaining data that accurately reflected
demand for TCAT programs?
Yes
2 To support student retention and success,
did central office management oversee
relational advising grants in their community
colleges?
3 To demonstrate the board is meeting the
mission of student success and workforce
development, did central office management
ensure TCATs collected job placement data
for reporting to accreditation bodies and to
the public?
4 To demonstrate TBR’s confidence that
graduates are well-prepared to enter the
workforce, did central office management
develop a process to address employer
warranty claims for retraining of eligible
program graduates?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Yes

–

–

Yes

–

–

–

–

–

Yes

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Yes

–

No

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

No

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–
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Appendix 2: Tennessee Board of Regents’ Organizational Chart as of
February 2021

Community
College Presidents

Executive Vice
Chancellor for
Policy and Strategy

Board of Regents

Audit Committee

Chancellor

Chief Audit
Executive

Central Office

Tennessee College of
Applied Technology
Presidents

Vice Chancellor for
Business and
Finance

Vice Chancellor
for External
Affairs

General Counsel

Director of
Communications

Board Secretary

Executive
Assistant

Source: Auditor creation based on TBR’s February 2021 organizational charts.
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Appendix 3: Board and Committee Membership as of July 1, 2021
Table 5 exhibits each TBR regent, their term expiration date, the regent type or district the regent
represents, and whether they are a voting or nonvoting regent, as of July 1, 2021.
Table 5 – Tennessee Board of Regents List as of July 1, 2021
Regent
Bill Lee, Chair
Emily J. Reynolds,
Vice Chair
Miles A. Burdine
Danni B. Varlan
Weston Wamp
Yolanda S. Green
MaryLou Apple
Joey Hatch
Nisha Powers
Greg Duckett
Thomas A. H. White
Mark Gill
Mark George
Wanda Reid
Ramona Shelton
Clifford Thompson

Term Expiration

Type / District

N/A*

Governor

Voting /
Nonvoting
Voting

June 30, 2027

5th Congressional District

Voting

June 30, 2025
June 30, 2025
June 30, 2023
June 30, 2022
June 30, 2024
June 30, 2022
June 30, 2026
June 30, 2024
June 30, 2022
June 30, 2024
June 30, 2026
June 30, 2022
June 30, 2023
June 30, 2022

1st Congressional District
2nd Congressional District
3rd Congressional District
4th Congressional District
6th Congressional District
7th Congressional District
8th Congressional District
9th Congressional District
At-Large
At-Large
At-Large
Faculty
Faculty
Student
Commissioner,
Department of Education
Commissioner,
Department of Agriculture
Executive Director, Tennessee
Higher Education Commission

Voting
Voting
Voting
Voting
Voting
Voting
Voting
Voting
Voting
Voting
Voting
Voting
Nonvoting
Voting

Penny Schwinn

N/A*

Charles Hatcher

N/A*

Emily House

N/A*

* This regent is an ex-officio member and does not have a term expiration date.
Source: https://www.tbr.edu/board/members.
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Voting
Voting
Nonvoting

In this section, we provide a description of each of TBR’s standing committees, 22 as well as the
regents that serve on each committee, as of July 1, 2021.

Audit Committee
The audit committee provides oversight and accountability on fiscal matters within the TBR
system. In addition to regents, the board may select one or more certified public accountants who
are not members of the board to serve on the audit committee. The committee employs an internal
auditor that directly reports to the committee and the board, and the removal of the internal auditor
requires a majority vote of the board. The internal auditor provides the committee reports
regarding investigations and duties performed.

Joey Hatch, Chair
Miles A. Burdine
Yolanda S. Greene

Audit Committee 23

MaryLou Apple
Greg Duckett

Committee on Finance and Business Operations
The committee on finance and business operations makes recommendations to the board regarding
policies related to fiscal matters, capital outlay, procurement, and purchasing. The committee
coordinates the preparation of the capital outlay budget and appropriations, and it reviews the
Chancellor’s recommendations regarding appropriation requests allocations and budgets for each
of the colleges. The committee also makes recommendations to the board as needed for additional
buildings and land or maintenance of campuses. The Treasurer serves as a nonvoting member of
this committee.
Committee on Finance and Business Operations
Greg Duckett, Chair
Mark Gill
Thomas A. H. White
Yolanda S. Greene
Mark George
Joey Hatch
Weston Wamp

Committee on Academic Policies and Programs and Student Life
The committee on academic policies and programs and student life makes recommendations to the
board regarding new academic programs and degrees, revisions or discontinuations of existing
programs, changes in admission and retention standards, and the organization of divisions and
academic units. The committee also facilitates the development and implementation of K-12
partnership efforts, middle college, dual credit programming, and opportunities for alignment of
K-12 and college curricula. The committee reviews the Chancellor’s reports of proposed policies
22 Although it is not a standing committee, the “Committee Chairs” Committee we referenced in the report is made
up of the chairs of each of the standing committees.
23 The source for all committee membership tables is the Board Secretary.
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and regulations concerning student affairs such as the student conduct, discipline, housing,
parking, and safety.
Committee on Academic Policies and Programs and Student Life
MaryLou Apple, Chair
Greg Duckett
Thomas A. H. White
Clifford Thompson
Danni B. Varlan

Committee on Personnel and Compensation
The committee on personnel and compensation makes recommendations to the board regarding
retirement, tenure, promotion, evaluation, and other personnel matters regarding personnel
involved in the various colleges governed by the board. The committee makes recommendations
concerning policy and procedures relating to personnel matters and reviews the recommendations
from the Chancellor related to the annual review of personnel requests from the colleges. The
committee also makes recommendations to the board regarding compensation matters of the
colleges and central office personnel that require board approval.
Committee on Personnel and Compensation
Yolanda S. Greene, Chair
Danni B. Varlan
Thomas A. H. White
Joey Hatch
Miles A. Burdine

Committee on Workforce Development
The committee on workforce development is responsible for overseeing the colleges’ workforce
initiatives, ensuring TBR’s colleges are meeting the workforce training needs of Tennessee. The
committee provides oversight and makes recommendations to the board related to programmatic
decisions, including the approval of new instruction programs, program credentials, and
modifications or terminations of academic workforce offerings. The committee ensures that
workforce programs align with business and industry needs, and that the programs support the
citizens of Tennessee and goals of the state’s Drive to 55 initiative. The committee annually
reviews the productivity and performance of workforce programs and provides a report to the
board.
Committee on Workforce Development
Miles A. Burdine, Chair
Mark George
Danni B. Varlan

Joey Hatch
Nisha Powers
Wanda Reid

Committee on External Affairs
The committee on external affairs is responsible for overseeing the board’s relationship with
external organizations and constituent groups and ensuring that these relationships promote the
mission and goals of the TBR system. The committee makes recommendations to the board
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regarding legislative priorities for the system and make recommendations for building
relationships and collaborations with foundations, external funders, business, industry groups,
organizations, and community leaders. The committee also provides oversight for public relations
efforts and fundraising.
Committee on External Affairs
Danni B. Varlan, Chair
MaryLou Apple
Weston Wamp
Joey Hatch
Yolanda S. Greene
Nisha Powers
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Appendix 4: Select Financial Information
Table 6 shows budget information for unrestricted educational and general (E&G) expenditures
that TBR approved at the June 2021 meeting. The fiscal year (FY) 2020–2021 estimated budget
information is the final budget submitted to the board for the fiscal year and includes final
adjustments to the budget. The FY 2021–2022 proposed budget information is the original budget
submitted to the board for a fiscal year and is based on the level of state funds recommended in
the Governor’s proposed budget, as well as early estimates of factors such as enrollment growth
and availability of federal funds. We have presented financial information for the TBR central
office, as well as system-wide totals, which includes the central office, community colleges, and
TCATs.
Table 6 – Summary of Unrestricted Educational and General Expenditures 24
TBR Central Office
Category
Salaries
Employee Benefits
Travel
Operating Expenses
Capital Outlay
Total Unrestricted E&G Expenditures

FY 2019–2020
FY 2020–2021
FY 2021–2022
Actual
Estimated Budget Proposed Budget
$ 12,978,356
$ 13,657,600
$ 14,099,400
4,900,689
4,755,300
5,271,200
254,387
301,100
301,100
13,035,913
18,399,200
18,432,800
171,052
–
–
$ 31,340,397
$ 37,113,200
$ 38,104,500

System-wide Total
Category
Salaries
Employee Benefits
Travel
Operating Expenses
Capital Outlay
Total Unrestricted E&G Expenditures

FY 2019–2020
FY 2020–2021
FY 2021–2022
Actual
Estimated Budget Proposed Budget
$ 382,259,811
$ 388,769,700
$ 417,371,600
145,093,332
153,687,100
161,435,200
4,626,896
4,322,800
7,076,100
152,667,340
181,560,700
186,130,800
4,846,398
3,416,800
3,482,400
$ 689,493,777
$ 731,757,100
$ 775,496,100

Source: TBR’s FY 2020–2021 estimated budget and FY 2021–2022 proposed budget, approved at TBR’s June 2021
board meeting.

24 We obtained this financial information from TBR’s budgets. We did not perform auditing procedures on this
information; therefore, we do not conclude on its accuracy.
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Appendix 5: Other Reports From the Comptroller’s Office
Multiple divisions within the Comptroller’s Office have released reports involving the Tennessee
Board of Regents (TBR) and the colleges since July 1, 2018, including the Division of State Audit
and the Office of Research and Education Accountability. In the following pages, we exhibit select
findings, results, and key conclusions from these reports for informational purposes. The full
reports, including reports related to each individual community college, can be accessed at the
Comptroller’s Office website: https://comptroller.tn.gov/advanced-search.html.

Division of State Audit
The Division of State Audit performs annual financial statement audits of TBR’s central office
and each of the 13 community colleges, issued on a biennial basis. The TBR central office audit
for the years ended June 30, 2019, and June 30, 2018, included three findings, which we present
in Figure 9.
Figure 9 – Findings From Most Recent TBR Central Office Audit

Source: Division of State Audit’s financial and compliance audit report of the Tennessee Board of Regents – System
Office, found at https://comptroller.tn.gov/content/dam/cot/sa/advanced-search/disclaimer/2020/cu20037.pdf.

Office of Research and Education Accountability
The Office of Research and Education Accountability (OREA) has released several reports on
matters affecting TBR and the colleges, including the following topics:
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•
•
•
•
•

the outcomes-based funding formula (November 2017), 25
learning supports in Tennessee’s public colleges (September 2018), 26
the Financial Aid Simplification for Tennesseans (FAST) Act (November 2020), 27
evaluations of the Tennessee Promise program (July 2020 and March 2021 update), 28
and
online course fees in Tennessee higher education (June 2021). 29

For an explanation of the outcomes-based funding formula versus traditional higher education
funding formulas, see Figure 10.
Figure 10 – Changes to Tennessee’s Higher Education Funding Models

Source: OREA’s Funding Tennessee’s Public Colleges and Universities: The Outcomes-Based Funding Formula
report, released in November 2017.

In July 2020, OREA released the initial evaluation of Tennessee Promise, a scholarship program
giving recent high school graduates the opportunity to earn an associate’s degree or technical
25 OREA’s Funding Tennessee’s Public Colleges and Universities: The Outcomes-Based Funding
Formula
report
can
be
found
at
https://comptroller.tn.gov/content/dam/cot/orea/advancedsearch/2017/2017_OREA_OutcomesBasedFund.pdf.
26 OREA’s Learning Support in Tennessee’s Public Colleges and Universities legislative brief can be found at
https://comptroller.tn.gov/content/dam/cot/orea/advanced-search/2018/2018_LearningSupport.pdf.
27 OREA’s Understanding Public Chapter 794: The Financial Aid Simplification for Tennesseans (FAST) Act
legislative brief can be found at https://comptroller.tn.gov/content/dam/cot/orea/advanced-search/2020/FastAct.pdf.
28 OREA’s Tennessee Promise: An Update on Key Evaluation Metrics report can be found at
https://comptroller.tn.gov/content/dam/cot/orea/advanced-search/2021/TNPromiseUpdate.pdf.
29 OREA’s Online Course Fees in Tennessee Higher Education report can be found at
https://mcusercontent.com/48f2c0191ce31ce7af2dd9ffb/files/4ef7dfd8-795b-0126-77553176f9992a29/Online_fees_full_report_FINAL.pdf.
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diploma free of tuition or mandatory fees. In March 2021, OREA released an updated brief that
included three key metrics that measure the Tennessee Promise’s success. Figure 11 presents the
retention of community college students, one of the three key metrics specific to community
colleges, between 2012 and 2019.
Figure 11 – Number and Percent of First-Time, Full-Time Students Who Were Retained for a
Second Year at Tennessee’s Community College by Year

Source: OREA’s Tennessee Promise: An Update on Key Evaluation Metrics report, released in March 2021.
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Appendix 6: Specific Policies Required of TBR
by Tennessee Code Annotated
The table below is a complete list of the policies, rules, and bylaws Title 49, Chapters 7 and 8,
Tennessee Code Annotated, requires, as adopted by the Tennessee Board of Regents.
Tennessee Code
Annotated Citation
49-7-104(a)(1)

49-7-134

49-7-134(1)
49-7-134(2)
49-7-134(3)
49-7-134(4)

Description
Deferment of Tuition and Fee Payments
The board of trustees of the University of Tennessee, board of regents, and
each state university board shall adopt procedures whereby a Tennessee
resident who is enrolled at an institution of higher education within their
jurisdictions under educational assistance benefits administered and
provided by the United States department of veterans affairs or under
other governmentally funded educational assistance benefits may elect,
upon formal application to the institution, to defer payment of the required
tuition and fees until the student’s monetary benefits from the department
or other governmental agency have been received. Application for
deferment shall be made by the student prior to the commencement of the
academic term for which deferment is being requested; however, if the
student can prove to the institution that the student could not have
reasonably made application prior to the commencement of the academic
term, application for deferment may be made no later than fourteen (14)
days following the start of the term.
Workforce Reductions
The board of regents, the state university boards, and the board of trustees
of the University of Tennessee shall adopt policies to govern reductions in
force that could result in employee layoffs or terminations at their
respective institutions of higher education. The policies shall provide a
consistent and equitable method of reducing the work force when a
reorganization or curtailment of operations becomes necessary. The
policies shall, at a minimum:
Apply to regular, nonfaculty employees;
Provide for a written rationale for any reduction in the work force;
Include identification of functional areas affected, a review of the budget
implications involved and the development of specific written criteria to
be used in identifying duties that will be reassigned or eliminated;
Provide for the application of such factors as length of service in the
position and at the institution, functional needs of the unit in selecting the
affected employees and the qualifications needed to perform the
remaining duties of the affected unit;
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Appendix 6: Specific Policies Required of TBR
by Tennessee Code Annotated (Continued)
49-7-134(5)
49-7-134(6)

49-7-141(a)

49-7-141(a)(1)

49-7-141(a)(2)

49-7-141(a)(3)

49-7-141(a)(4)

49-7-141(a)(5)
49-7-141(a)(6)

Require written notification to the affected employees of a reduction in
force as far in advance as possible; and
Provide an opportunity for affected employees to receive notification when
vacancies for similar positions at their former campuses occur.
Minimizing the Cost of Textbooks and Course Materials
The University of Tennessee system and the Tennessee board of regents
shall develop policies for minimizing the cost of textbooks and course
materials used at public institutions of higher education while maintaining
quality of education and academic freedom. The policies shall require that:
Faculty members submit lists of required textbooks and course materials to
any on-campus bookstore in a timely manner to ensure that a sufficient
quantity of the textbooks and materials are available for purchase when
courses begin and that the lists, along with other relevant information
concerning textbooks and course materials, including, but not limited to
any International Standard Book Number (ISBN), are made available to
students on the institution’s website, using existing computer software;
Any on-campus bookstore disclose to faculty members on a per course
basis the costs to students of purchasing the required textbooks and course
materials and that faculty members affirmatively acknowledge the price of
the textbooks and materials before an order is completed;
Faculty members consider the least costly practices in assigning textbooks
and course materials, such as adopting the least expensive edition of a
textbook available when educational content is comparable to a more
costly edition as determined by the faculty member and working closely
with publishers and bookstores to create bundles and packages only if they
deliver cost savings to students;
Any on-campus bookstore selling textbooks to students as part of a bundled
package with other study products recommended by the publisher also
provide students the option of purchasing the textbooks and other study
products separately from each other, if possible;
Any on-campus bookstore actively promote and publicize book buy-back
programs;
Copies of textbooks shall be made available for student use at no cost
through the academic department or through the reserve system of the
institution’s library; provided, that the textbooks have been furnished at no
charge by the publisher for this purpose; and
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Appendix 6: Specific Policies Required of TBR
by Tennessee Code Annotated (Continued)
49-7-141(a)(7)

49-8-104(a)

49-8-104(b)(1)

49-8-104(b)(1)(A)
49-8-104(b)(1)(B)
49-8-104(b)(1)(C)
49-8-117(a)(1)
49-8-117(a)(2)
49-8-117(a)(3)
49-8-117(b)(1)
49-8-117(b)(2)
49-8-117(b)(2)(A)
49-8-117(b)(2)(B)
49-8-117(b)(3)

All textbook inventory and monitoring required of any on-campus
bookstore by any policy adopted shall be accomplished by existing
bookstore staff.
Definition of Student Residency
The board of regents and each state university board are authorized to
establish from time to time reasonable and appropriate rules and policies
defining residency of students, which shall be used for the purpose of
determining whether or not out-of-state tuition shall be charged to a student
enrolling in a state college subject to this chapter.
The board of regents or a state university board may classify a student as a
Tennessee resident and charge the student in-state tuition, if the student is a
citizen of the United States, has resided in Tennessee for at least one (1)
year immediately prior to admission, and has:
Graduated from a Tennessee public secondary school;
Graduated from a private secondary school that is located in this state; or
Earned a Tennessee high school equivalency diploma.
Support Staff Grievance Procedures
The board of regents, each state university board, and the University of
Tennessee shall establish a grievance procedure for all support staff
employees.
“Support staff” means employees who are neither faculty nor executive,
administrative, or professional staff of any institution or board subject to
this chapter and the University of Tennessee.
Support staff shall be given every opportunity to resolve bona fide
grievances through the grievance procedure. Every reasonable effort shall
be made to resolve grievances at the lowest possible step in the procedure.
A grievance must be filed at the appropriate step in the grievance
procedure within fifteen (15) working days after the employee receives
notice or becomes aware of the action that is the basis for the grievance.
“Grievance” means a complaint about one or more of the following
matters:
Demotion, suspension without pay or termination for cause; or
Work assignments or conditions of work that violate statute or policy.
Any complaint about demotion, suspension without pay or termination for
cause shall receive a hearing covered under the Uniform Administrative
Procedures Act, compiled in title 4, chapter 5, part 3. In issues involving
unlawful discrimination and harassment, the employee may choose a
hearing under that act or the panel hearing.
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Appendix 6: Specific Policies Required of TBR
by Tennessee Code Annotated (Continued)
49-8-117(b)(4)

Standard grievance forms shall be developed and made available to support
staff at each worksite. No grievance may be denied because a standard
form has not been used.
49-8-117(b)(5) The grievance procedure shall include no more than four (4) steps to
finality.
49-8-117(b)(6) The grievance procedure shall include the opportunity for a face-to-face
meeting within fifteen (15) days after the grievance is filed, and within
fifteen (15) days after each subsequent step in the procedure is initiated.
49-8-117(b)(7) The grievant shall receive a written decision with specific reasons stated
for the decision within fifteen (15) working days after a face-to-face
meeting occurs.
49-8-117(b)(8) The grievant and any material witnesses shall be allowed to testify fully at
every step in the grievance procedure.
49-8-117(b)(9) The grievance procedure shall include an unbiased commission or panel as
the final step for processing grievances regarding work assignments or
conditions of work not otherwise covered in subdivision (b)(3). The
decision of the panel is subject to review by the president.
49-8-117(b)(10) At every step in the grievance procedure other than a Uniform
Administrative Procedures Act hearing, the grievant shall be entitled to be
accompanied and represented by an employee representative from the
institution. Other employee representatives may be allowed at the panel
hearing at the discretion of the panel chair.
49-8-117(c)
The board of regents, each state university board, and the board of trustees
of the University of Tennessee shall provide an annual report to the
education committee of the senate and the education committee of the
house of representatives summarizing grievance activities of the previous
year.
49-8-117(d)
Each institution shall include information regarding the grievance
procedure in employee orientations.
Bylaws and Rules
49-8-201(d)
The board shall elect from its members a chair and other officers it deems
appropriate, shall determine their terms of office and shall adopt rules for
the organization and conduct of business.
Code of Ethics
49-8-204(a)
The board of regents and each state university board shall establish and
adopt a code of ethics that shall apply to and govern the conduct of all
appointed members of each board.
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Appendix 6: Specific Policies Required of TBR
by Tennessee Code Annotated (Continued)
49-8-204(b)

49-8-204(c)

49-8-204(d)

49-8-301(a)

49-8-301(b)
49-8-301(b)(1)
49-8-301(b)(2)
49-8-301(b)(3)

49-8-301(b)(4)
49-8-301(c)(1)
49-8-301(c)(2)

Notwithstanding any other law to the contrary, by a two-thirds (2/3) vote of
its membership, the board of regents and each state university board may
remove any appointed member of the board for a material violation of the
code of ethics.
A board vote to remove one (1) of its members shall only be taken after the
accused member has been afforded a due process contested case hearing in
accordance with the Uniform Administrative Procedures Act, compiled in
title 4, chapter 5, and a finding has been made that the member did violate
the board’s code of ethics.
If a member is removed in accordance with this section, the position shall
be considered vacant and the vacancy shall be filled as provided by law.
Faculty Tenure
The board of regents and each state university board shall promulgate a
tenure policy or policies for faculty at their respective institutions, which
policy or policies shall ensure academic freedom and provide sufficient
professional security to attract the best qualified faculty available for the
institutions.
Pursuant to this part, the board shall:
Define the nature of tenure at institutions and the rights and responsibilities
of faculty with tenure;
Determine the minimum qualifications and requirements for eligibility of
faculty for tenure and the conditions precedent to the award of tenure by
the board;
Provide for the termination of faculty with tenure by institutions for
adequate cause, for retirement or disability and for financial reasons or
curricular reasons in an institution in the discretion of the board or its
designee; and
Provide for all other matters relating to tenure deemed necessary by the
board.
Tenure shall only be acquired by a faculty member in an institution upon
positive approval by the board, and no other type of tenure or right similar
to tenure shall be acquired by a faculty member.
Faculty with tenure shall be subject to all reasonable changes in the tenure
policy adopted by the board; provided, that faculty who have previously
been awarded tenure shall retain their tenured status under any new policy.
Present faculty in probationary employment shall be given credit for
service in an institution toward completion of any new probationary period.
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Appendix 6: Specific Policies Required of TBR
by Tennessee Code Annotated (Continued)
49-8-303(a)

49-8-303(a)(1)
49-8-303(a)(2)
49-8-303(a)(3)
49-8-303(a)(4)
49-8-303(a)(5)
49-8-303(a)(6)
49-8-303(b)

49-8-303(c)

Termination of Faculty with Tenure
The board of regents and each state university board shall develop
procedures for the termination of faculty with tenure for adequate cause by
the institutions following a hearing that ensures due process, which
procedures shall include the following minimum requirements:
The faculty member shall be notified of the specific charges in writing, and
shall be notified of the time, place, and nature of the hearing at least twenty
(20) days prior to the hearing;
The faculty member shall have the right to be represented by counsel of the
faculty member’s own choice;
A verbatim record of the hearing shall be made, and a typewritten copy
made available to the faculty member for a reasonable fee at the faculty
member’s request;
The burden of proof that adequate cause for termination exists shall be
upon the institution and shall be satisfied only by clear and convincing
evidence in the record considered as a whole;
The faculty member shall have the right to confront and cross-examine all
witnesses; and
The findings of fact and the decision shall be based solely on the hearing
record.
The board of regents and each state university board shall adopt all
additional procedures the respective board deems necessary for the
hearings and may provide for review of the decision by the board or its
designee based upon the record.
A faculty member serving a probationary period shall be given an oral
statement of the reason for nonappointment to the institution’s faculty.

Source: Title 49, Chapters 7 and 8, Tennessee Code Annotated.
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Appendix 7: Colleges’ Student Organization Information
Table 7 – Community College Student Organizations

College Name
Columbia State
Cleveland State
Dyersburg State
Southwest State
Jackson State
Nashville State
Pellissippi State
Motlow State
Walters State
Volunteer State
Northeast State
Roane State
Chattanooga State
Total

Number of
Student
Organizations
21
25
2
29
40
21
50
25
32
70
63
70
43
491

2018–2019
Average
Total
Balance Per
Balance
Organization*
$17,655
$841
$16,248
$650
$4,155
$2,078
$43,725
$1,508
$47,183
$1,180
$37,926
$1,806
$63,679
$1,274
$14,035
$561
$125,682
$3,928
$58,509
$836
$69,402
$1,102
$66,807
$954
**
**
$565,006

2019–2020
Average
Total
Balance Per
Balance
Organization*
$25,043
$1,193
$18,106
$724
$4,119
$2,060
$55,064
$1,899
$50,080
$1,252
$37,529
$1,787
$71,248
$1,425
$13,970
$559
$130,490
$4,078
$61,352
$876
$85,957
$1,364
$76,333
$1,090
**
**
$629,291

2020–2021
Average
Total
Balance Per
Balance
Organization*
$23,261
$1,108
$21,527
$861
$2,363
$1,181
$52,740
$1,819
$55,373
$1,384
$38,130
$1,816
$71,653
$1,433
$16,000
$640
$147,098
$4,597
$64,190
$917
$84,191
$1,336
$22,836
$326
**
**
$599,362

* Average balance per organization is the total balance divided by the number of organizations.
** Student organization funds at Chattanooga State Community College (CSCC) are held by each organization in external accounts. For this reason, CSCC did not
provide student organization account balance summaries.
Source: Unaudited information obtained from central office management.
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Appendix 7: Colleges’ Student Organization Information (Continued)
Table 8 – TCAT Student Organizations

College
Name
Athens
Chattanooga
Covington
Crump
Dickson
Elizabethton
Harriman
Hartsville
Hohenwald
Jacksboro
Jackson
Knoxville
Livingston
McKenzie
McMinnville
Memphis
Morristown
Murfreesboro
Nashville
Newbern
Oneida/
Huntsville
Paris
Pulaski
Ripley
Shelbyville
Whiteville
Total

Number of
Student
Organizations
0
0
0
0
4
0
2
1
1
0
0
5
0
2
0
0
0
1
0
2

2018–2019
2019–2020
Average
Average
Total
Total
Balance Per
Balance Per
Balance
Balance
Organization
Organization
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$778
$195 $2,819
$705
$0
$0
$0
$0
$3,306
$1,653 $2,944
$1,472
$105
$105
$255
$255
$570
$570
$570
$570
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$1,641
$328 $1,958
$392
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0 $2,350
$1,175
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$1,026
$1,026 $4,868
$4,868
$0
$0
$0
$0
$5,176
$2,588 $5,176
$2,588

2020–2021
Average
Total
Balance Per
Balance
Organization
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$3,431
$858
$0
$0
$2,944
$1,472
$0
$0
$570
$570
$0
$0
$0
$0
$1,958
$392
$0
$0
$1,460
$730
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$4,888
$4,888
$0
$0
$5,176
$2,588

2

$2,529

$1,265

$2,529

$1,265

$2,535

$1,267

1
0
0
2
0
23

$669
$0
$0
$557
$0
$16,357

$669
$0
$0
$278
$0

$708
$0
$0
$1,814
$0
$25,991

$708
$0
$0
$907
$0

$523
$0
$0
$1,814
$0
$25,299

$523
$0
$0
$907
$0

Source: Unaudited information obtained from central office management.
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Appendix 8: Fiscal Year 2020 Financial Metrics for TBR’s Colleges
The table below includes the four financial metrics that make up the Compositive Financial Index
(CFI), as well as the CFI score, for each of TBR’s 40 colleges, for fiscal year 2020. A CFI score
of 3.0 or above indicates relatively good financial health, while anything at or below 1.0 is
considered “watch level.”
College
Chattanooga State
Cleveland State
Columbia State
Dyersburg State
Jackson State
Motlow State
Nashville State
Northeast State
Pellissippi State
Roane State
Southwest Tennessee
Volunteer State
Walters State
Athens
Chattanooga
Covington
Crossville
Crump
Dickson
Elizabethton
Harriman

Return on Net Operating Primary
Composite
Viability
Net Assets
Revenues
Reserve
Financial Index
Community Colleges
0.073
0.019
0.27
12.33
2.42
0.720
(0.013)
0.04
10.58
3.02
0.107
0.159
1.10
11.10
8.69
0.086
0.087
0.43
1503.44
4.08
0.074
0.082
0.54
0.00
4.30
0.084
0.056
0.60
0.00
4.38
0.035
0.064
1.18
492.22
6.16
0.320
0.055
0.27
362.18
4.76
0.195
0.072
0.35
91.40
5.22
0.063
0.070
0.47
163.20
3.69
(0.029)
(0.092)
0.47
55.34
0.44
0.053
0.034
0.44
0.00
3.02
0.115
0.019
0.25
2.66
4.19
Tennessee Colleges of Applied Technology
0.173
0.058
0.35
0.00
4.69
0.213
(0.085)
0.26
0.00
3.11
0.222
0.161
0.73
0.00
7.50
0.129
(0.033)
0.43
0.00
3.35
0.883
0.320
0.68
0.00
7.30
0.070
0.034
0.22
0.00
2.33
0.051
0.124
0.33
0.00
3.55
0.114
0.015
0.14
0.00
2.47
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Appendix 8: Fiscal Year 2020 Financial Metrics for TBR’s Colleges
(Continued)
College
Hartsville
Hohenwald
Jacksboro
Jackson
Knoxville
Livingston
McKenzie
McMinnville
Memphis
Morristown
Murfreesboro
Nashville
Newbern
Oneida
Paris
Pulaski
Ripley
Shelbyville
Whiteville

Return on
Net Operating
Primary
Viability
Net Assets
Revenues
Reserve
Tennessee Colleges of Applied Technology (Continued)
0.743
0.183
0.33
0.00
0.310
0.133
0.57
0.00
2.021
0.163
0.03
0.00
0.435
0.104
0.11
0.00
0.490
(0.032)
0.03
0.00
0.424
0.307
1.56
0.00
0.365
0.029
0.68
0.00
0.484
0.284
0.56
0.00
0.893
0.156
0.97
0.00
0.346
0.089
0.20
0.00
0.006
0.028
0.42
0.00
0.011
(0.113)
0.13
0.00
0.518
0.195
0.57
0.00
0.334
0.176
0.23
0.00
0.213
0.063
0.22
0.00
0.222
0.150
0.42
0.00
0.151
0.185
0.85
0.00
0.196
(0.058)
0.40
0.00
0.531
0.228
0.17
0.00

Source: Auditor creation based on information from TBR’s Office of Business and Finance.
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Composite
Financial Index
5.86
6.87
4.63
4.64
2.74
9.50
6.14
6.80
8.50
4.84
2.16
(0.63)
6.85
5.44
4.64
6.24
7.26
3.92
5.21

Appendix 9: Tennessee Colleges of Applied Technology Programs
The following is a list of programs offered by the Tennessee Colleges of Applied Technology
(TCATs).
Administrative Office Technology
Advanced Manufacturing Education
Advanced Manufacturing Production
Technology*
Advanced Manufacturing Technology
Aesthetics Technology
Assistant Animal Laboratory Technology
Automotive Service Technology
Automotive Technology
Aviation Maintenance Technology
Avionics Maintenance Technology
Barbering
Building and Electrical Technology
Building Construction Technology
Central Sterile Processing Technology
Computerized Numerical Control (CNC)
Machining Technology
Collision Repair Technology
Computer Aided Design Technology
Computer Electronics
Computer Information Systems
Computer Information Technology
Computer Operating Systems and Network
Technology
Cosmetology
Cosmetology Instructor Training
Criminal Justice: Correctional Officer
Culinary Arts
Customer Service Representative
Dental Assisting
Dental Laboratory Technology
Diesel Powered Equipment Technology
Diesel Technology
Dietary Manager
Digital Agronomy

Digital Graphic Design
Digital Graphic Design Technology
Digital Processing Systems & Networking
Early Childhood Education
Electrical & Plumbing Construction
Technology
Electrician Apprenticeship Training
Electro-Mechanical Technology
Electronic Systems
Electronics Technology
Emergency Medical Technology
Farming Operations Technology
Forestry and Agriculture Technology
Global Logistics and Supply Chain
Technology
Health Information Management
Technology
Health Science Education*
Heating, Air Conditioning and
Refrigeration-HAC (Heating and Air
Conditioning)
Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning and
Refrigeration-HVA (Heating Ventilation
and Air)
Heavy Equipment Technology
Hybrid Electrical Vehicle
Industrial Electrical MaintenanceMechatronics
Industrial Electricity
Industrial Maintenance
Industrial Maintenance and Electrical
Systems
Industrial Maintenance Automation
Industrial Maintenance General
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Appendix 9: Tennessee Colleges of Applied Technology Programs
(Continued)
Industrial Maintenance IMS30
Industrial Maintenance Integrated
Automation
Industrial Maintenance Integrated
Automation Apprenticeship
Industrial Maintenance Repair
Industrial Maintenance Technology IMD
Industrial Maintenance/Mechatronics
Industrial Maintenance/Molding
Information Technology
Information Technology and Infrastructure
Management
Information Technology Systems
Management
Machine Tool Technology
Major Appliance Repair Technology
Manicuring
Manufacturing Technology
Masonry Technology
Mechanical Maintenance Electrical and
Instrumentation
Mechatronics
Medical Assisting
Medical Office Assistant
Medical Office Information Technology

Millwright Skills
Motorcycle and ATV (All-Terrain Vehicle)
Repair
Nursing Aide
Outdoor Power Equipment
Patient Care Technology/Medical Assisting
Pharmacy Technology
Phlebotomy Technology
Pipefitting and Plumbing Technology
Power Line Construction and Maintenance
Power Sports Technology
Practical Nursing
Pre-Practical Nursing*
Production and Logistics Technology
Residential Building Maintenance
Residential Wiring and Plumbing
Residential/Commercial/Industrial
Electricity
Retail, Hospitality & Tourism Technology
Surgical Technology
Telecommunications Technology
Tool and Die Machining
Transportation, Distribution, and Logistics
Truck Driving
Welding Technology

*This is a dual-enrollment only program.
Source: TCAT Program Inventory available online at http://catalog.tbr.edu/content.php?catoid=1&navoid=6.

30 According to the Assistant Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs, the Industrial Maintenance IMS and IMD
programs follow different curriculum associated with third-party industry certification and local workforce demands.
IMS and IMD are the course code identifiers.
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Appendix 10: TBR Initiatives
Initiative
Drive to 55

Tennessee Promise 31

Tennessee Reconnect

Veteran Reconnect
Grant

Description
The mission of the Drive to 55 initiative, implemented in 2013, is to
increase the number of Tennesseans with a postsecondary degree or
certificate to 55% by 2025. The Drive to 55 initiative implemented
multiple strategies to reach the goal, including Tennessee Promise,
Tennessee Reconnect, and Veteran Reconnect.
Implemented in 2015 to support the Drive to 55 initiative, Tennessee
Promise focuses on increasing the number of recent high school
graduates who attend college in Tennessee. Tennessee Promise is a
last-dollar scholarship that provides the opportunity to complete an
associate’s degree or certificate program free of tuition and mandatory
fees at a public community college, a Tennessee College of Applied
Technology, or a public or private university with an eligible
associate’s degree program. 32
As a last-dollar scholarship, Tennessee Promise funds the remaining
balance of tuition and mandatory fees after all other gift aid has been
applied. The amount of the award is based on the other gift aid a
student receives. First the federal Pell grant is applied, followed by
state gift aid (e.g., Tennessee Education Lottery Scholarship awards
and the Tennessee Student Assistance Award). After all federal and
state gift aid is applied to the student’s total tuition and mandatory
fees, the remaining balance is paid by the Tennessee Promise.
Tennessee Reconnect is an initiative to help adults age 25 and over
access higher education so that they may advance in the workplace by
gaining new skills. The initiative is an extension of Tennessee
Promise, to allow last-dollar scholarships for adults to attend a
community or technical college tuition free.
The Veteran Reconnect Program awards grants to postsecondary
entities to improve the success of students with military experience.
The Tennessee Higher Education Commission began awarding grants
in 2015 to Tennessee colleges and universities to support programs
and services for student veterans, such as training programs that teach
faculty and staff about the specific needs and challenges of military
students.

31 Section 49-4-708, Tennessee Code Annotated, established this scholarship.
32 Awards for students attending eligible four-year institutions are equal to the average cost of tuition and mandatory
fees at the public two-year postsecondary institutions less all other gift aid.
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Appendix 10: TBR Initiatives (Continued)
Initiative
Tennessee Transfer
Pathways

TN eCampus

Description
Tennessee Transfer Pathways are advising tools designed to help
community college students plan for transferring to a Tennessee
public university or select private college or university to complete
their baccalaureate degree. A student who completes all the courses
listed on a particular Transfer Pathway will earn an associate’s
degree at the community college. When the student transfers to a
Tennessee public or private college or university, the transcript will
certify that the pathway has been followed and the student is
guaranteed that all the community college courses taken will be
accepted at the college or university and the courses will count
toward completion of the particular major.
Students needing online courses to remain on track for degree
completion or to maintain full- or part-time status can fill schedule
gaps through the TN eCampus partnership. All 13 community
colleges and 6 locally governed state universities participate in
course delivery through the online partnership that launched in 2001.
TN eCampus offers over 450 online courses that are transferable
among partner institutions. This program supports the Drive to 55
initiative.

Source: TBR website at https://www.tbr.edu/initiatives/programs-and-initiatives.
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Appendix 11: President Evaluation Rubric
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Source: TBR Chancellor.
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